ABSTRACT (*) in this paper we describe the additive robusmess obtained through the combined UK of a first acoustic processing step based on a low complexity microphone array, followed by a spccual normalization step. Microphone arrays have shown to provide good results in reducing different sources of acoustic degradation. However, microphone arrays produce linear filtering effects that need to be compensated in order to obtain a minimal spectral distortion. In this conmbution we will present the combination of a microphone array together with different well known spectral normalization techniques as preprocessing stages to a Gaussian Mixture Models (GMM) based mt-independent speaker recognition system. We will show that the combination of these extensively used techniques in the fields of speech enhancement and robust speaker recognition respectively, gnatly improves the results obtained when the system is tested in noisy reverberant environments wirh shm utterances f h m uaconsrrained conversational speech.
. INTRODUCTION
There are a lot of real world situations what the use of a close talking microphone is not desirable or even possible, such as an access control system, where the position of the claiming speaker is neither known nor fixed during the utterance. or command and control systems where an operator needs to move around a nxnn without restrictions. In such cases, in addition, thm are usually competing noises that will disturb the signal picked up by the microphone, together with the reverberation introduced due to the multipath propagation from the sources (speech and noises) to the receiver [ 11, as we can see in figure 1. Though this problem has been addressed previously. the system proposed in [21 consisted in large complexity microphones arrays (tens of microphones in any case) as an acoustic preprocessor to a VQ based speaker recognition system. The overall system proposed in this conmbution looks for robustness at low computational and hardware joint cat. Instead of complex projection techniques in the cepseal space [3] The speaker recognition system works with one Gaussian Mixture Model (I-state HMM) per speaker (71, which have been shown to be robust and an excellent model of the speaker short-time characteristics, outperfarming VQ and ergodic HMM systems [8] .
Switched extraction H F -
Overview of the whole system, where the array structure is described in figure 3.
SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
The array structure used is that described in (51. when the adaptation of a two stage system (see figure 3) is switched with a speechfpause detector. The iirst stage is that involved with the b e a " i n g of the array, and is readapted when speech is present. When no speech is detected, the delay estimates are not changed and the adaptive f i l m coefficients are readapted, acting as adaptive noise cancellers.
The time delay estimates applied to each channel arc estimated through temporal crosscorrelation between the corresponding channels, with a plausability check of that result to avoid obviously incomt estimations, such as rapid movements of the speaker. The adaptive fdtcrs work under a conventional LMS algorithm, while the spachfpause detector is a very simple one based on two underestimated thresholds over the short time energy, where no adaptation is accomplished when neither speech nor pause is clearly detected. a rather simple array, we decided to work with a broadband linear array of 4 microphones equally spaced 10 centimeters one from each other (our maximum frquency considered is 4 KHz). This of course has it limitations. as can be clearly seen in figure 5 , but the linear effects introduced are expected to be minimized at the spectral normalization stage of the recognizer.
As we can see in the following figure, a secondary lobe appears for frequencies over 2000 Hz. but this of course is a compromise between the simplicity of the system (4 microphones, broadband, total lenth of 40 centimeter) and the ideal acoustical capabilities of the system.
The acoustic characteristics and capabilities of the array an determined by the election of the number of microphones involved, and their position. According to the intention of having In CMN the mean of the cepstral vectors is subtracted in order to high-pass filter the original cepstral coefficients:
RASTA processing of speech again high-pass filter the cepsual coefficienu with the following diffma equation:
The speaker recognition system models the 
Multipath propagation in reverberant rooms
The impulse response between any two points of a room is simulated in a computer through the image method according to the acoustic ray theory [9] , choosing the fonn, dimensions, absonion coefficients of the walls, and maximum reflexion order.
In this experiment, we choose a room of 6 x 4~3 meters, placing The impulse responses obtained have the foxm of that in figure 7 where the ray attenuations are calculated with respect to the direct path arrival echo. The reflexion order can be truncated at any integer, obtaining similar results for reflexions above the third order. 
Trainingandtesting
We train OUT 25 male speaker models in clean conditions ( Table 2 Recognition results with the whole system working for a medium input SNR.
In this contribution we have shown how we have hcreased the robusmess to additive and convolutional noise of a Gaussian
Mixture Model speaker recognition system through the joint use of a simple four microphones switched array and a spectral nomalization step to compensate the linear filtering effects introduced in the acoustic processing step. Though these are preliminary results, from the experiments described above we sec the enormous potential of microphone m y s as acoustic preprocessing stages in combination of spectral normalization techniques providing robustness to speech or speaker reco,pitions systems.
